
English Language Arts  
Mrs. Orr -Sixth Grade 

Google Classroom codes for 2019-2020 School Year  Please only do the one for your 
homeroom:  Gravatt (Orr):  zea7qcn       Corell:  kqf3vj3                  DaVault:  zf3457w  
I will post a video each week of what you are suppose to complete each week in our google 
classroom.  I check my email all the time through my phone.  You can email using our school 
email accounts any time you have a question.  Our goal is to complete the book Roll of Thunder 
Hear my Cry  by Mildred D. Taylor by the end of April. 
 
Starting the Week of April 13-17, 2020 
Main focus for the Week:  Go to archive.org to get the book for free or listen and read along with 
the Chapter on you tube.  Read Chapter 10 throughout the week. 30 Minutes a day will work. 
When you are finished please write me a summary of the Chapter 10 in five sentences using 
transition words. Please submit it in a google document to me or write it in your Fiction notebook 
labeling the Chapter at the top. This will count instead of taking a Chapter Quiz  ****This is to be 
completed first.  
Week of April 20-24, 2020 
Main focus for the Week:  Go to archive.org to get the book for free or listen and read along with 
the Chapter on you tube.  Read Chapter 11 throughout the week. 30 Minutes a day will work. 
When you are finished please write me a summary of the Chapter 11 in five sentences using 
transition words. Please submit it in a google document to me or write it in your Fiction notebook 
labeling the Chapter at the top. This will count instead of taking a Chapter Quiz  ****This is to be 
completed first.  
Week of April 27-May 1, 2020 
Main focus for the Week:  Go to archive.org to get the book for free or listen and read along with 
the Chapter on you tube.  Read Chapter 12 throughout the week. 30 Minutes a day will work. 
When you are finished please write me a summary of the Chapter 12 in five sentences using 
transition words. Please submit it in a google document to me or write it in your Fiction notebook 
labeling the Chapter at the top. This will count instead of taking a Chapter Quiz  ****This is to be 
completed first.  
Here are other things that can fill your time to hit your 30 minutes of ELA a day or 150 minutes a 
week.  
~I-Ready for 45 minutes in Reading.  
~Wonderopolis-Complete a Wonders for the Day.  Do not forget to do the Wonder Words, Test 
your knowledge, and Try it out- You have the time now!  Please write down the Wonders you 
complete each week in your fiction notebook.  
~Complete a NEWSELA article and take the quiz.  Make your own bingo card in a google 
document and try to get bingo or fill it up.  
~Read articles in Action Magazine and complete writing.  
~You can write a writing territory.  You pick the writing territory. This can be done in a google 
document and sent to me!!!  I would love to hear your stories and respond back to your territory.  


